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Thought to be long gone, the dark shadows of extreme right parties in Europe have 

returned. These new extreme-right wing parties (ERPs) have adopted bipartisan policies, but 

maintained their “extreme” values on certain issues, allowing them to appeal to a larger number 

of voters. These issues are focused on security, economics and immigration. Immigration, 

encompassing security and economies, has come to be the prominent focus for ERPs in Europe. 

In fact, without a focus on immigration ERPs have been unsuccessful; immigration has become 

the driving force behind the success of ERPs in Europe. By maintaining their focus on 

immigration and adopting various platforms, ERPs in Europe have maintained their far-right 

status, yet also evolved beyond being a single-issue party; and thus pose the potential to rise to 

greater political heights than before. Further, it is important to note that the characteristics of the 

New Liberal Period present the perfect conditions for ERPs in Europe to rise. The emergence of 

aliens and unwanted migration as concepts; along with the less-liberal migration policies; and the 

emergence of nation-states and nationalism, have all helped aid ERPs in their rise. In relation, 

Europe’s economic stagnation and increasing unemployment has only abetted in deterring favor 

for immigration and ultimately aides the rise of ERPs in Europe. Therefore, I will argue that the 

success of extreme-right wing parties in Europe, is due to their focus on immigration as an issue; 

particularly the perceived relationship between economics and migrants allows for immigration 

to generate much support. Moreover, the characteristics of the New Liberal Period present the 

perfect conditions for ERPs in Europe to rise. 

 

In order to achieve such, this paper has been organized into four sections. In the first 

section, I will highlight an argument against my own: the notion that security and economics are 

more viable issues than immigration. I will demonstrate the importance of immigration as a 

driving force for ERP success in Europe. In the second section, I will argue that the 

characteristics of the New Liberal Period aide in the rise of ERPs in Europe. In the third section, 

I will argue and prove that the perceived relationship between migrants and economics had aided 

in the rise of ERPs in Europe. This section will further demonstrate the importance of 

immigration as a focus for ERPs. The final section will be a concluding paragraph. Before I turn 

to the first section, I would like to note that ‘ERPs, in this paper, will always refer ERPs within 

Europe. I now turn to examining the first counter-argument. 

 

The notion that security and economics are more viable issues than immigration for ERPs 

to focus on is absurd. By focusing on immigration, ERPs, rather than join a platform dictated by 

many parties, allow for the creation of a new issue – a new focus. This new focus allows them to 

sway voters without having to develop radical economic and security policies, which would 

isolate them from the masses (Mudde 2010, 1179). In fact, the bulk of support for ERPs comes 

from voters with anti-immigrant beliefs (Kessler & Freeman 2005, 263-264). Key studies 

mention anti-immigrant views as the driving factor behind the growing support for ERPs 
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(Kessler & Freeman 2005, 283; Spies 2013, 297, 299). There is no doubt that by focusing on 

immigration ERPs will gain more support, as current trends indicate a large growing foreign 

population in Europe (Kessler & Freeman 2005, 283). Most notably, ERPs which have focused 

on issues besides immigration have demonstrated a lack of success. This has been the case for 

ERPs in the United Kingdom. Unlike their successful ‘brethren’, the ERPs in the UK have not 

evolved into modern “anti-immigrant–nationalist” parties (Mudde 2002, 40, 42). It is evident that 

ERPs have benefited by focusing on immigration. It is further evident that anti-immigrant beliefs 

are common amongst their supporters. Therefore by focusing on security or economics, 

respective of immigration, ERPs would be following the footsteps of their UK-brothers; and 

would demonstrate a lack of success. 

 

The characteristics of the New Liberal Period provide the perfect conditions for ERPs to 

rise; the current concepts and contemporary attitudes associated with migration aide in ERPs and 

their stance on immigration. The period represents an increase in nation states (a decrease in 

empires) and the (re)emergence of nationalism. With the increase of nation states, concepts such 

as ‘unwanted migrants’ and aliens came into existence (Moses 2006, 49-64). These concepts help 

fuel anti-immigrant attitudes, setting the stage for ERPs (Kessler & Freeman 2005, 263). 

ERPs, which are nationalist parties, focus on politically terrorizing those who are ‘alien’ – 

foreigners (Hagtvet 1994, 242). Having the tools to view migrations in a negative light, ERPs are 

frequently targeting foreigners as ‘unwanted migrants’ (Hagtvet 1994, 243). Without the New 

Liberal Period, ERPs would: 1) struggle to propose less-liberal migration policies, in response to 

their anti-immigrant views; 2) not have the means to view migrants in a negative light; and 3) 

would not have their nationalistic mandate supported. The period allows for right-wing attitudes 

on migration to be deemed normal, and indirectly fuels racism and racist-violence (Hagtvet 

1994, 243). Thus the rise of ERPs can partially be attributed to the New Liberal Period, which has 

aided ERPs in the expansion of their radical and nationalistic viewpoints about migrants. The 

New Liberal Period has also aided in ERPs, by contributing to the perceived relationship between 

migrants and economics, by displaying migrants as ‘unwanted rivals’ (Hagtvet 1994, 243). 

 

There is a relationship between economics and immigration – that ERPs exploit.  

Realizing that a large amount of voters make political decisions based on their economic 

interests, puts into perspective how powerful this relationship can be (Spies 2013, 317). 

Although the authenticity of this relationship is subject of much debate, ERPs extensively 

promote the supposed negative relationship between economics and migrants. ERPs focus much 

of their electoral strategy on creating a connection between unemployment and immigration, and 

their rise in support is tied to this connection (Golder 2003, 438). Europe’s economic fluctuations 

have even forced non-ERPs to adopt an anti-immigrant stance (Muddle 2002, 38). Individual 

voters, regardless of their political affiliations, have shown to strongly believe in this relationship 

(Golder 2003, 439). Having adopted immigration as their main focus, ERPs are majorly aided by 

unemployment levels (Golder 2003, 439). Further, by claiming that migrants are ‘unwanted rivals’ 

who flourish in economic success, while the citizens - the nationalists – suffer, has helped present 

migrants as “elites.’ This concept has further fueled the rise and support for ERPs; so much so that 

even in nations where unemployment is low, but immigration is still high, there is a large amount 

of support for ERPs (Golder 2003, 441). 
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Immigration presented as a problem has aided in the success and re-emergence of ERPs. 

Other viable alternatives for issues, respective of immigration, are not as powerful. As displayed 

in the United Kingdom, these issues fail to draw support. Immigration and anti-immigrant 

sentiments make up the bulk of support for ERPs. This focus allows ERPs to take advantage of 

both: the current political landscape; and Europe’s stagnated economy. The perception of migrants 

in the New Liberal Period, along with contemporary migration policies have allowed for ERP 

platforms to enter the mainstream political sphere. Coupled with the emergence of nation states 

and nationalism, ERPs have the tools to display migrants as aliens and unwanted foreigners. 

Having these tools, they’re able to exploit the supposed relationship between migrants and 

economics. Thus, they’re able to generate much support in Europe’s (current) economic condition. 

Without immigration as a focus, or if the relationship between economics and migrants was 

perceived differently, then the shadow of ERPs in Europe would be nothing more than a small 

stain – a reminder of World War fascism. 
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